
DIVIDERSDIVIDERS



High ceilings and open floor plans are spacious and beautiful, but often still 
require some way to define different spaces within the floor plan as well as a 
need to incorporate an element of privacy. Hanging, free-standing and desk 
dividers are the perfect solutions to provide definition or privacy to any shared 
space. Create happy spaces.

My happy space.
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SÖFWAL 
TECHNOLOGY

Providing separation, protection and noise control in the workplace is more important than ever. Söfwal
Technology provides a mix-and-match approach to space division. Build your perfect divider by stacking to
different heights, adding sound blocking technology or incorporating acrylic. Create unique micro-spaces to suit 
any design.

Absorption All Söfwal division is made with a two-layer PET design with a hollow internal cavity, providing a 
near-perfect NRC Rating. Whether you’re dividing whole spaces, nooks and crannies, workstations or individual 
desks, Söfwal Technology is the perfect solution for a beautiful space with exemplary sound blocking acoustic 
performance. 

Protection Incorporate acrylic into any Söfwal division solution for an added layer of protection. Acrylic is 
available in 2 options: as an above-the-wall insert, or a built-in sheet that allows for see-thru visibility when
patterns/perforations are cut into the PET while still maintaining a protective barrier.

Blocking For added sound control, Söfwal Technology allows for a vinyl sound-blocking insert when more privacy 
is needed. Sound-blocking insert further provides a lovely three-dimensional effect when used with perforated 
options.

Stability All Söfwal panels are assembled with a robust internal aluminum frame that allows for various
mounting, hanging and sliding configurations.

WHISPER

Providing separation, protection and noise control in the workplace is more important than ever. WHISPER 
provides a mix-and-match approach to space division. Build your perfect divider by stacking to different heights, 
adding sound blocking technology or incorporating acrylic. Create unique micro-spaces to suit any design.

  Incorporate acrylic into any WHISPER division solution for an added layer of protection. Acrylic 
is available in 2 options: as an above-the-wall insert, or a built-in sheet that allows for see-thru visibility when 
patterns/perforations are cut into the PET while still maintaining a protective barrier.

       For added sound control, WHISPER allows for a vinyl sound-blocking insert when more privacy is 
needed. Sound-blocking insert further provides a lovely three-dimensional effect when used with perforated 
options.

       All WHISPER panels are assembled with a robust internal aluminum frame that allows for various 
mounting, hanging and sliding configurations.

  All WHISPER division is made with a two-layer PET design with a hollow internal cavity, 
providing a near-perfect NRC Rating. Whether you’re dividing whole spaces, nooks and crannies, workstations 
or individual desks, WHISPER is the perfect solution for a beautiful space with exemplary sound blocking 
acoustic performance.



SÖFWAL 
FREE-STANDING WALL

Provide unique functionality to shared spaces by 
creating a sense of privacy in an open floor plan 
office or community setting.
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WHISPER



SÖFWAL
FREE-STANDING WALL

Stack, connect, hinge and slide to create modular functional 
privacy and space division. Proprietary hardware allows you to 
define spaces with versatile connectivity and size options. 
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WHISPER
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SÖFWAL
FREE-STANDING WALL

WHISPER



SÖFWAL 
FREE-STANDING WALL

Create the perfect space within a space. 
Söfwal technology’s acrylic add-on can be
utilized as an above wall insert to maintain 
a protective barrier. If a see-through 
pattern is selected and a clear protective 
barrier is required, built-in acrylic can be 
added inside the panel.
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WHISPER

Create the perfect space within a space. 
WHISPER technology’s acrylic add-on 
can be utilized as an above wall insert 
to maintain a protective barrier. If a see-
through pattern is selected and a clear 
protective barrier is required, built-in acrylic 
can be added inside the panel.
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SÖFWAL
PIVOT WALL

Pivot wall folding panel system uses 
proprietary hardware allowing each 
divider to independently pivot. With 
the caster and wall mount option, 
walls can be deployed and retracted 
in seconds.

WHISPER



SÖFWAL
HANGING WALL

Ceiling-hung panels are eye-catching
with exceptional acoustical performance 
and provide a personal space barrier.
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SÖFWAL
SIDE | BACK DIVIDER

Desk division is more important than ever. 
From single desk options to benching 
workstations, Söfwal dividers offer
solutions that will stand the test of time.
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WHISPER

Desk division is more important than ever. 
From single desk options to benching 
workstations, WHISPER dividers offer 
solutions that will stand the test of time.



SÖFWAL
SIDE DIVIDER

Create a sense of privacy and separation 
from desk-to-desk. Side table clamp 
provides quick and easy installation 
and added functionality for temporary 
division options.

SHOWN W/CLAMP HARDWARE
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WHISPER
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PANL Create a compelling patterned design for 
visually-distinct acoustic division.

SUNRISE
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https://frasch.co/panl

SHEETS CODE

ECLIPSE
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PANL

STARS
32
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LINYFELT 
STRAIGHT

FREE-STANDING WALL

LINYFELT Straight provides the 
perfect modular division solution for 
multifunctional spaces.
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RAFTERS
STRAIGHT

WALL
RAFTERS STRAIGHT WALL 
provides the perfect modular division 
solution for multifunctional spaces.
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LINYFELT WAVE
FREE-STANDING WALL

Create some flow with LINYFELT Wave,  a unique 
room divider that can be joined together to 
create a continuous vertical slat wall.
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RAFTERS 
FLEXI WALL

Create some flow with RAFTERS FLEXI WALL, 
a unique room divider that can be joined together 
to create a continuous vertical slat wall.
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KAYA
Create a larger division footprint with KAYA, an easy 
solution for space division that works as a permanent 
structure or temporary divide.
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https://frasch.co/14six8-designs/kaya/

SWARM
Add cool vibes to any space with 
SWARM’s interlocking, modular 
room division.
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https://frasch.co/14six8-designs/swarm/

STACK HONEYCOMBAdd cool vibes to any space with HONEYCOMB’s 
interlocking, modular room division.

Create a larger division footprint with STACK, an easy 
solution for space division that works as a permanent 
structure or temporary divide.
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SYNERGY
Create a space within a space to provide the ultimate 
acoustic calm for meetings, small sessions or 
personal privacy.
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https://frasch.co/14six8-designs/synergy/

HIDE
Cut down on the hustle and bustle of busy 
environments by minimizing visual distractions in 
an open office space or co-working environment. 
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https://frasch.co/14six8-designs/hide/

CONSTRUCTS CONCEALCut down on the hustle and bustle of busy 
environments by minimizing visual distractions in 
an open office space or co-working environment.
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Cleaning + Disinfection.

Did You Know… You Can Clean AND Disinfect PET?

Proper cleaning and disinfecting surfaces in public spaces and offices have 
become increasingly important in the post-COVID environment. Luckily, PET 
is made from recycled plastic water bottles – so not only is it capable of being 
properly sanitized it’s also extremely easy!

Follow these simple steps to disinfect PET:

1. Choose one of the recommended disinfectants*.
2. Mist the surface of the material with a hand spray applicator. Apply generously.
3. Allow material to air dry.

*For disinfection, common household EPA-registered disinfectants should be effective.

*Please refer to the EPA-approved list of products effective against the virus that causes COVID-19.

*A diluted solution of household bleach (at least 1000 ppm sodium hypochlorite) can be sprayed 

on. Prepare a bleach solution by combining 1/3 C bleach per gallon of water. Bleach solutions will 

remain effective for a time period of up to 24 hours.

https://frasch.co/cleanability/

Info + Sustainability.

All of our acoustical solutions are made with PET acoustical felt, 
manufactured with 55% post-consumer recycled content. 

Sound and Fire Ratings
Sound Absorption | ASTM C423
NRC Rating | 0.60 - 1.0
Fire Rating | ASTM E-84, Class A

Environmental Factors
100% recyclable
Low VOC Emissions | ASTM D5116
LEED | MRc4

https://frasch.co/sustainability
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9mm Colors.

07 
White

21 
Indigo Blue 

35 
Speckled Earth

51 
Sunkist Orange 

03 
Light Gray 

44 
Ivory

19 
Denim

43 
Lava

22 
Yellow 

47 
Emerald

42 
Cream

56 
Azure

36 
Berry Red

10 
True Black

05 
Dark Green 

52 
Latte

30 
Blue

45 
Big Red

17 
Dark Gray

12 
Moss

02 
Taupe

18 
Arctic Ice

55 
Tangerine

11 
Steel

39 
Green Apple 

53 
Smoke Beige

54 
Espresso

41 
Marigold

34 
Pure Gray

48 
Avocado

09  
Deep Blue

49 
Brunette

50 
Caramel

06  
City Brown

08 
Eggplant

02P Pecan
Medium Brown 

01P Birch
Light Brown
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Frasch.co/colors/

844.458.8115
HEARTLANDCOLLECTION.US

SALT
SP-2500

MULLING
SP-2540

PARSLEY
SP-2580

CORNFLOWER
SP-2620

CARDAMOM
SP-2660

THYME
SP-2530

CURRY
SP-2570

ELDERBERRY
SP-2610

SMOKEHOUSE
SP-2650

BLACKBERRY
SP-2690

GARLIC
SP-2520

CAJUN
SP-2560

POPPYSEED
SP-2600

SESAME
SP-2640

PEPPER
SP-2680

SUGAR
SP-2510

CAYENNE
SP-2550

HORSERADISH
SP-2590

BASIL
SP-2630

RANCH
SP-2670
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Green

BEIGE BIRCH
SP-2720

DAPPLED PALM
SP-2730

COCOA BARK
SP-2700

SILVER WOOD
SP-2710


